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Abstract: Improved version of DTN (Delay tollerent network) is ICWN. In ICWN (intermittently
connected wireless networks) nodes are not directly connected to each other instead it is connected
randomly according to the relationship between the neighbour nodes. So the data forwarding in ICWN
with less latency and high data delivery rate is very difficult. In this paper we obtain the improved data delivery
ratio with increased speed and high QOP (Quality of protection) by using BPSK modulation. To forward data in
ICWN, the process based and relationship based credibility is considered for finding the neighbour nodes. The
numerical result shows the comparison between the conventional techniques (PROPHET and Trust threshold)
and QOP-DF (Quality of protection data forwarding) technique. Numerical result shows the reliable data
transmission with improved QOP, reduction of latency, and increased data delivery ratio.
Keywords: DTN(Delay tollerent network), ICWN(intermittently connected wireless networks), QOP(quality of
protection)
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I. Introduction
ICWN avoids establishing the end to end path; it is different from the mobile ad hoc networks
(MANETs). Store-carry-forward method is used in the ICWN network to send the data hop by hop due to that
the data forwarding in highly dynamic and intermittently connected network is possible. Internet research task
force proposed the ICWN as an emerging mobile network [1]. Routing protocols are defined in DTN based on
the information used. In ICWN for better quality of experience (QOE) for users, the data delivery is more
challenging. Subjective experience of users during the service process is the QOE [2]-[3]. In traditional internet
model instead of assuming end to end path, messages are exchanged opportunistically when encounter happens
between nodes [4]. A probabilistic misbehavior detection scheme in DTN routing for efficient trust
establishment, which is called as iTrust is proposed in [5]. A conceptual framework for security evaluation with
some practical consideration is presented in [6]. It is based on security requirement and evidence collection.
Opportunistic data forwarding is explained in which the intermediate nodes will store-carry and forward
messages in opportunistic way. It uses a SMART scheme to forward the data to provide motive to selfish nodes.
For data forwarding it uses native multilayer coin scheme. When node send the data, the node will lose credit to
the network because other node gain a cost to forward the data [7]. Private key signatures and encounter tags are
used by the nodes to verify the encounter history information due to that credibility and service ability is
estimated [9]. A positive forwarding message (PFM) is used to verify the forwarding behavior [10].
In this paper we are considering the general data forwarding process in ICWN. Process based and
relationship based credibility is evaluated according to the encounter history information. Data forwarding in
ICWN is explained briefly. Numerical analysis shows the comparison between the proposed technique and the
conventional technique in ICWN for data forwarding. Numerical results shows the proposed technique is having
high data delivery ratio under different proportion of malicious nodes and less average transmission delay under
different proportion of malicious nodes. As the number of malicious nodes will increase, the data delivery is
crucial but as we used the BPSK modulation for data forwarding, the improved data delivery ratio is obtained.
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II. General Data Forwarding In ICWN

Fig. 1 : General data forwarding in ICWN
Fig. 1 illustrates the data forwarding in the intermittently connected wireless networks. There will be
no direct path from the source node to destination node at a given time. To send the data from the source node to
destination node, the intermediate node will store and carry data to the next node. To send the data from one
node to other node, nearest node which is having more signal strength is calculated and forwarded to that node.
Data transmission in the ICWN in the presence of malicious nodes, the social relationship between the nodes is
calculated that means which node is having high signal strength and which is nearer to the source node. After
the connection established between the nodes, the neighbour list is updated according to the signal strength and
nearest node. The data carrying node checks whether the encountered node is the destination node or not if it is
destination node, it will deliver the data to the node otherwise again it will relationship based and process based
credibility is calculated, according to that the neighbour list is updated. To forward the data from one node to
other node BPSK modulation technique is used.
The product of the average connection duration
and the encounter times
is the
encounter strength between the node i and j, where the total connection duration is
between two nodes which are having no mutual neighbour, the node relationship strength
, where

. The data exchange
is defined as

(1)
and
is the number of encountered nodes. The relationship strength is zero when the two nodes never meet
and have no mutual neighbours.
According to the historical node behavior node credibility can be evaluated. The node credibility is
divided into two parts process based credibility and relationship based credibility. Relationship based credibility
is related to social characteristic such as network topology and node trajectory. Negative forwarding and
malicious discarding of data is measured by the process based credibility. Bye using BPSK technique with
increase in malicious nodes average transmission delay is decreased and the data delivery ratio is also increased.
After receiving the data, the acknowledgement will be send due to that the speed of the data transmission is
improved.
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III. Evaluation Of Node Credibility
Node credibility effectively evaluated if its value is defined as the variable between [0,1]. Distrust is
indicated by 0, 0.5 is for unknown trust status and 1 is for full trust.
(t) is the credibility value of node j at
time t.
=

(t) + (1 – )

Where

(t) and

·

(t)

(2)

(t) is the process based and relationship based credibility respectively.

A hop by hop feedback mechanism is used for the successful data forwarding in process based
credibility evaluation. As well as the acknowledgement is used for the successful delivery of data. Exponential
function and arc tangent function is used for calculation of process based credibility, which are given as
1/ arctan
and (1/2)
. Node trajectory and network topology is used to calculate the relationship
based credibility, which measures the trust relationship based on node similarity. The high QOE is obtained in
closely related nodes with tight social relationship. Relationship closeness and service similarity is used to
calculate the relationship based credibility, where service similarity shows the two nodes providing service to
same node.

IV. Numerical Results
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Fig. 2: The QOP under different proportions
of malicious nodes
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Fig. 3: Data delivery ratio under different
proportions of malicious nodes.
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Fig. 4: Transmission cost under different
proportion of malicious nodes.
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Fig. 5: Average transmission delay under
Different proportion of malicious nodes

Fig. 2 shows the QOP under different proportion of malicious nodes. As the number of malicious nodes
increases, the QOP will be reduced. As compared to the conventional technique, the proposed scheme provides
the better QOP under more number of malicious nodes. Fig. 3 gives the analysis of the data delivery ratio with
respect to the malicious nodes. The data delivery ratio of the proposed system is more as compared to the
conventional techniques used for data forwarding in ICWN. Fig. 4 indicates the transmission cost required for
the data transmission under different proportion of malicious nodes. Graph shows that transmission cost of the
QOP-DF is very less as compared to other techniques. Fig. 5 gives the latency required for the conventional
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techniques and the proposed techniques. It is clear from the graph that the transmission delay required for QOPDF is very less as compared to other.
We used the BPSK technique instead of using the relay transmission for data transmission so that we
obtain the high data delivery ratio and less transmission delay based on the results of Fig. 3 and 5.

V. Conclusion
The existence of malicious nodes greatly decreases the network QOP, utilization of resources, data
delivery ratio. Bye using the social relationship between the nodes the data is forwarded in ICWN. To forward
the data we have used the process based and relationship based credibility. By using the values obtained in the
credibility evaluation, the data is transmitted by using BPSK modulation technique. Due to that we obtained the
high speed data transmission with more data delivery ratio. The improved data delivery ratio is obtained in this
paper also we reduced the average transmission delay under the effect of malicious nodes. The QOP for the data
forwarding is also maintained so that this method is good for secure communication with high speed.
Transmission cost is also less as compared to the conventional technique.
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